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Abstract

We checked into the causes of Burkitt Lymphoma (BL), but there appears to be no consensus as what the causes are. Thousands of cases are treated yearly, but the main reason of Burkitt Lymphoma is still unknown. There appears to be no cure or treatment available for this pernicious disease. A huge effort was made to treat BL, but the only way was through another major problem, which is Chemotherapy. Scientists could not discover a reason for BL, so the next best thing was to try Chemotherapy, with all its defaults and adverse side effects, which usually leaves the patient immune deficient and available for next onslaught of the fatal disease. Some patients may become lucky as to not succumb to this vicious circle, but that is rare. This is a study which brings forth hope, where it is needed, hope, to Immune deficient BL sufferers, a reasonably 100% efficient herbal cure for BL, that will eliminate that Lymphoma in around thirty days, with no side effects. Its main drawback: it is herbal based. It is designed to be 100% effective, 100% safe and will have no adverse side effects.
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Introduction

Very recently, the son of a friend was diagnosed with some kind of cancer, which later was diagnosed as a Burkitt Lymphoma type. I was informed that he was being quite well treated by a team of the best Oncologists in Montreal and in one of the best Hospitals in Canada. His prognosis was that he will become free and his survival depended on his condition after the various phases of Chemotherapy that he had to go through. I had some personal business in Montreal, so I decided to visit my friend’s son. I endured the quarantine in Montreal for 15 days, but even after that, I was unable to visit because of the very restrictive visitation policy imposed by the Hospital due to what was unofficially described as an outbreak of Covid-19, in several stories of the Hospital. He was declared in good condition and was moved to a Physical rehabilitation facility to address the after effects of Chemotherapy. Even then, I was not permitted to visit, again, because of the extreme visitation control on patients and visitors to safeguard every one. One visitor, of the two allowed, was unable to attend, so I took his place and had my visit. The man was in good condition and the healthcare care quality and the nursing were quite extraordinary. I was quite optimistic that the chances of a full recovery were there. So, I paid my regards and well wishes to the Family, and left the country.

A few days afterwards, he was not able to complete his physical exercises due to intense pain and started not to be able to swallow. A PET scan indicated that the Lymphoma was back and moving aggressively throughout the body as there was very little immunity or defenses against the onslaught of the vicious predator. A few agonizing long days, a young, brilliant lawyer of 36 years old, passed away and his life ended.

Questions to the team of very caring doctors, indicated that he had been given the best available treatment for this kind of cancer, according to the Protocols of treatment.
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However, was this the right protocol for treatment? Who determined what course to choose from among the few alternatives that were available for treating this type of Lymphoma? Were these decisions made by a panel, which treated this type of ailment previously, or were they experts in the treatment of this type of lymphoma? Actually, now after that has gone, and discovering that the causes of Lymphoma of this type was not totally identified except by various blood tests, and basically to determine the extent of damage done to the body. There does not seem to be, until today, any specific cure to eliminate this type of Lymphoma. No one seems to know its cause. However, the second best thing is to seek Chemotherapy, which is not a cure, but appears to be an uncalculated trial of giving the patient some chemical agents that may eliminate the cancer growth, eliminate parts of it, and usually eliminate the body’s immune defenses. It is usually offered as a last resort with little chance of actual recuperation, but it gives hope albeit false hope, and costs a great deal of money.

My exposure to Chemotherapy patients was limited, but I saw first-hand the devastation caused by the chemotherapy cures, some of which actually strip the patient from any hope and replace it with false hope. Many of these Chemotherapy treatments are taken as a last resort, and usually patients are told that their chances are quite slim, but that it is the only hope that remains. It may appear it may have been a way to recruit unsuspected patients, who were not expected to make it any way, by offering another hope for the patient, slim as it may be, but still hope. It is not fair to totally condemn Chemotherapy per se, as there are some cases, with devastating consequences, that actually helped the patients and gave them some more time to live and enjoy their families. At what cost, especially to those many cases that did not make it.

The question of Chemotherapy treatment in my research on Burkitt’s Lymphoma, revealed that the cause of this Lymphoma is unknown. If you do not know where you are heading, then how would you choose the road?

Close to twelve years ago, one of my patients who had a mastectomy, with total removal of lymph nodes, developed several tumors in her liver and some of the lymph-nodes, several months after her operations. After close examination, I discovered that the cause of the breast cancer was viral in origin and proceeded to make an herbal medicine to eliminate the tumors in her body. After a month’s treatment, four of the seven tumors disappeared, and her tumor markers went down considerably. Her attending oncologist was pleased as he attributed this success to the chemotherapy she had taken a couple of months previously. She was not convinced and believed that herbal medicine was the reason. Her oncologist insisted to administer a new chemotherapy, from Japan, at that time, against my better judgment. I tested this new chemotherapy treatment, found it to be nonresponsive to the needs of the patient, but the oncologist insisted and threatened to drop her as a patient. She consented after a great deal of pressure. I withdrew and explained that these new chemotherapy injections would be quite harmful to her. Regrettably, she passed away a few weeks later. My studies indicated that the cause of Breast Cancer was a powerful virus and that was elaborated in the following publication: “The treatment of Breast Cancer using Herbal Mixtures with Vibrational Herbal Medicine. EC Clinical and Medical Case reports. ISS3.2 (2020): 01-07”.

It appears that in this particular case, instead of eliminating the cancer, something else was eliminated.

Was this the same case as in my friend’s son and Burkitt Lymphoma?

Types of Burkitt’s lymphoma

What are the types of Burkitt’s lymphoma?

The three types of Burkitt’s lymphoma are sporadic, endemic and immunodeficiency-related. The types differ by geographic location and the parts of the body they affect.
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Sporadic Burkitt’s lymphoma does occur outside of Africa, but it’s rare in the other parts of the world. It’s sometimes associated with EBV. It tends to affect the lower abdomen, where the small intestine ends and the large intestine begins.

Endemic Burkitt’s lymphoma

This type of Burkitt’s lymphoma is most often seen in Africa near the equator, where it’s associated with chronic malaria and EBV. The facial bones and jaw are most often affected. But the small intestine, kidneys, ovaries, and breast may also be involved.

Immunodeficiency-related lymphoma

This type of Burkitt’s lymphoma is associated with the use of immunosuppressive drugs like those used to prevent transplant rejection and to treat HIV.

What are the causes of Burkitt’s lymphoma

What causes Burkitt’s lymphoma?

The exact cause of Burkitt’s lymphoma is unknown” [1].

How is Burkitt’s lymphoma diagnosed?

A diagnosis of Burkitt’s lymphoma begins with a medical history and physical examination. A biopsy of tumors confirms the diagnosis. The bone marrow and central nervous system are often involved. Bone marrow and spinal fluid are usually examined to see how far the cancer has spread.

Burkitt’s lymphoma is staged according to lymph node and organ involvement. The involvement of bone marrow or the central nervous system means you have stage 4. A CT scan and MRI scan can help pinpoint which organs and lymph nodes are involved.

How is Burkitt’s lymphoma treated?

Burkitt’s lymphoma is usually treated with combination chemotherapy. Chemotherapy agents used in the treatment of Burkitt’s lymphoma include:

- Cytarabine
- Cyclophosphamide
- Doxorubicin
- Vincristine
- Methotrexate
- Etoposide.

Monoclonal antibody treatment with rituximab may be combined with chemotherapy. Radiation treatment may also be used with chemotherapy.
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Chemotherapy drugs are injected directly into the spinal fluid to prevent the cancer from spreading to the central nervous system. This method of injection is referred to as “intrathecal”. People who get intensive chemotherapy treatment have been associated with best outcomes.

In countries with limited medical resources, treatment is often less intensive and less successful.

Children with Burkitt’s lymphoma have been shown to have the best outlook” [1].

Procedure

The above expose was to express an opinion that the change in the research process may have to be taken in the direction of healing disease or curing it, and that is, to try to find out the reasons that such an ailment, or basically what the cause of this disease is, before the research team starts the process to produce a chemotherapy drug.

The startling discovery concerning the causes of Burkitt Lymphoma is that nobody knows for certainty, what causes it. However, several Pharmaceutical companies started working in finding, what they called a “Chemotherapy” cure. I am not sure how many trials were made before deciding that it is better to go to the chemotherapy route and use all the scientist and biochemists that the Pharmaceutical companies have under their resources to start making some kind of a miracle drug that will eliminate that nasty disease; and in the process create more harm to the patient under the guise of a new clinical trial that cannot be guaranteed success, but probably end in the demise of the patient. This is not a tall tale, as in many cases, of Chemotherapy, the end result would be blamed on the fact that the patient knew the risks involved, and still decided to go ahead with the trial.

It is our opinion that in many cases of the search for a chemotherapy cure, not all options were explored to find the causes of the disease before the chemotherapy option was decided upon. We are not sure as to the criteria upon which an alternative chemotherapy treatment is pursued in the lab before a complete failure of finding out the cause of that particular disease is reached, or maybe it is more convenient to start experimenting with various chemicals to eliminate, say a part of cancer specimen, before finding out why this cancer appeared in the first place.

In this publication: (Almoez LeDin Ellah MS Eltouny. “Treatment of HIV with Vibrational Herbal Medicine”. Archives of Clinical and Medical Case Reports 3 (2018): 11-22). We explored the reason why HIV did not react as other common viruses do, and that their energy signature differed significantly from other viruses such as Hepatitis C Viral. Our conclusion; is that because the HIV virus is not a simple virus, but because it contains more than one virus, the signature is different. At that time, we were able to discover and eliminate all three complex virus systems in the composite HIV virus system, to the effect that all of the energy signatures were zero. This was tested against the signatures of the then alive Berlin patient, the Mississippi Baby and then with other patients that we had treated. We formulated a totally effective cure that eliminates all three virus systems in one treatment. It is all in the manuscript. As comparisons were made, we eliminated names of some treatments in the market so as to maintain our neutrality. The main objective is to eliminate the HIV composite Virus.

In the start of my study, trying to understand why Burkitt Lymphoma patients are subjected to some form of Chemotherapy and not other types of treatments, it became clear that the manufacturers of those Chemotherapy cures could not identify the cause for that lymphoma. To my total surprise, the images captured of the Burkitt Lymphoma by the scientists of the University of Tokyo, very clearly indicated an energy signature, to me, it identified the signature of a virus, too clear to miss, as soon as I tried to identify the causes of that Lymphoma.
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Several weeks previously, after hearing about my friend’s case, and studying some manuscripts about the subject in Google, I tried to design a cure based on my past experiences in making cures for viral based diseases. I made a trial of 3 treatments as theoretical cures. The results were promising as they reacted with the Lymphoma and eradicated up to 52% of the energy characteristics of the lymphoma. There still seemed to be more work to be done. This cancer had to be totally eradicated and the energy characteristics should be equal to Zero. This was in the early stages of finding a cure. They gave low results; the best was up to 52% elimination of that Lymphoma. Noting, that I did not have a specimen of the patient, nor an exact copy or image of the lymphoma of the subject due to the total lockdown at the Canadian Hospital where he was being treated because of Covid-19. Then it was declared that all Chemotherapy treatments were finished and that the patient would be moved to one of the best Physiotherapy Rehabilitation Hospital in Montreal, the best there is to continue his rehabilitation. There was hope, a hope that was illusory, and as mundane as it was usually practiced by Chemotherapy doctors, as they probably knew, in their heart of heart, that this move to a rehabilitation center is probably the final phase of the death process. They knew, the Chemotherapy doctors, that the probability of return of the cancer infection is much higher than not. They have yet to be told what the real cure for this Burkitt lymphoma is. If it works, it should be used.

The analysis of Burkitt lymphoma using energy signatures

This is the way of the Laws of Ancient Wisdom; we have to identify the energy signatures of the components of the disease to be able to analyze it. This was the case in our endeavor to find the cause of any ailment, a study of the specimen is undertaken to determine the indication of the Energy characteristics of the ailment. We later discovered that the parents were not told that the probability of re-infection and the return of the Lymphoma could be pretty certain, as experience had it. However, it appeared that the patient did not want anyone informed of his exact ailment nor condition. The parents were under the mistaken impression that their son was out of the woods and was now recuperating and getting his physical rehabilitation executed in one of the best facilities in Montreal. It was understood, mistakenly by the father, that his son was on the verge of becoming cured and was recuperating steadily after taking all the intensive Chemotherapy treatments, that probably sealed his fate, unbeknownst to his family, but became clear, a few weeks later.

One had to consider the fact that it may well be. This new and mysterious disease, known as Burkitt Lymphoma (BL), was an Auto-immune disease? The HIV disease was closely studied for several years and finally published the findings, comparing the Vibrational Herbal Medicine designed to eliminate what was the designated structure of the HIV Virus and eliminate all of the discovered parts of it. This was compared to the various, and well known patients of HIV who were supposedly cured, by intent or accident, but scientists who believed that they were on the verge of curing a mostly heinous and deadly disease to afflict Humans in the enlightened days of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries AD. (BL) was in many ways similar to HIV. In the manuscript published: - “Almoez LeDinEllah MS Eltouny. “Treatment of HIV with Vibrational Herbal Medicine”. Archives of Clinical and Medical Case Reports 3 (2018): 11-22”.

We were looking at HIV as a different type of Virus, unlike other viruses studied using the Ancient Wisdom Techniques, in which this type has two positive and two negative energy group characteristics, which is different from the regular, or normal viruses in having all the energy characteristics negative: “Eltouny Almoez. The Description of Viruses according to Vibrational Herbal Medicine and the Laws of Ancient Wisdom. Fortune Journal. Archives of Clinical and Medical Case Reports. ISS 2575-9655”.

This made us conclude that Auto -immune Diseases are diseases that contain more than one virus and that each, may be responsible for a specific manifestation in the ailment. The presence of these viruses changes the Characteristics of the composite virus to exhibit the non-regular energy characteristics that characterize Auto-immune diseases. Since we could not find clear clues as to the cause of Burkitt Lymphoma (BL), we have to assume some reasonable and relevant causes that may be applicable and that may appear in any analysis to determine the cause of (BL).

In our latest check on the specimen of (BL), we discovered that the energy characteristics of its specimen, does not indicate a “normal” virus but rather, an auto- immune tendency of the specimen. That is, it may contain more than one virus, and that it may be a composite
cell that may eventually yield Cancerous characteristics. It became imperative to test the energy characteristics of the BL specimen and determine its composite characteristics and try to discover the character of each one of the Virus systems.

The energy characteristics of the HIV composite virus, as discovered and published in the HIV paper of 2018, for three patients, as “The treatment of HIV by Vibrational Herbal Medicine” was:

Patient1:  Patient 2:  Patient3
Q=25:   Q=20:   Q=25
Yn=-24:   Yn=-21:   Yn=-20
Yg=-25:   Yg=-21:   Yg=-21
Ω=20:   Ω=22:   Ω=22.

However, we found that the energy of the BL specimen is as follows:

SP1:   SP2:   SP3
Q=-33:   Q=-39:   Q=-20
Yn=30:   Yn=38:   Yn=25
Yg=33:   Yg=33:   Yg=30

Speciman 2: nih.gov.
Specimen 3: bjh.be.

From the analysis of the specimens, it appears that the energy characteristics, although indicate an Auto-immune type Virus; it is a composite virus system, that contains more than one system, while the HIV composite virus contained three main complex virus systems, this Virus appears to have four different complex virus systems within it. Hence, the virus has a different energy characteristic pattern, and it may not be a Mutated HIV virus. Whether the BL virus is an HIV virus with an extra virus being added to the structure by some means or process, or whether BL is a totally new Virus that appears due to some undetermined causes, we are not totally sure. However, we are certain that BL is an auto-immune Composite CVS that contains Four main CVS, slightly different from HIV.

On a preliminary analysis of the data, several points appear to be evident:

1. The BL complex Virus group will become active, only when all the four different CVS within the composite are active. Then, what are the conditions that activate a virus like that?
2. If three CVS are active and one is dormant or eliminated, BL will not be formed.
3. If BL is detected, it may be stopped, either by eliminating all of the four components; or by targeting only one of the four, and totally eliminate it. If only three CVS are present, the Tumors of the BL will not grow. Also, if two are eliminated, the other two will not support the tumor growth. The main current obstacle is detecting BL. It was stated previously, that to detect BL the spinal fluid has to be tested to find at which level the BL has reached.

4. It appears to be a mysterious virus and may need some new ways to detect it before it becomes untreatable, except by Chemotherapy, which may not be any type of life saver.

Treatment procedure

From the above expose, it is evident that BL is a composite, auto-immune virus. It may appear similar to other multi-virus structures, but it is a rapidly destructive, and a quickly spreading lethal virus.

As with all multi-viral, so called auto-immune diseases, one must identify the actual number of different complex virus systems (CVS) within the composite system. This is never an easy task. Usually, one cannot distinguish among the various CVS present without a rigorous in depth study of the specimen.

We started by assuming that BL is a Complex virus system. Our preliminary investigations indicated that there may be three different CVS in the composite Virus. It was decided to design the cure mixture that will react with and eliminate as many of the three viruses as possible. Our first results indicated that the BL is a virus, with some strong and extremely powerful ability to spread into the patient. We made an assumption as to its power and volume, and designed a cure based on the preliminary findings, and taking into account the assumed three composite CVS within it.

The design of the first treatment (cure) is:

1. QYn-Yg
2. (-Q)
3. YnYg-Q
4. QYn-Yg
5. (-QYnYg)
6. (-Yn)
7. QYn-Yg.

Each one of these symbols indicates an herb based on its energy characteristics, these are not publicized, but some of these were published in my first publication, In Explore Magazine, of Prescott, Arizona, in 2001. These are the energy characteristics of herbs used in Vibrational Herbal Medicine. This mixture was made and some were encapsulated and tested. They conformed to the specifications needed to eliminate parts of the Spinal Cord Lymphoma they were designed to eliminate. However, this first batch, although reacted well with the lymphoma, only eliminated about 26% of what we perceived to be the volume of the virus. The second design was needed, larger and more powerful, to eliminate more of the Lymphoma as required. The new design of the mixture was made as follows, mixture cure two:

1. QYn-Yg
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2. \(-Q\)
3. \(Q\yn\yg\)
4. \(Q\yn\yd\)
5. \((-Q\yn\yd)\)
6. \(Q\yn\yd\)
7. \(Q\yn\yd\).

This new design was prepared and some were encapsulated, it was cross referenced with the specimen to discover the reaction and what percentage of the lymphoma was eliminated. Although the results were much better than the first mixture made, it fell short from our 100% effectiveness. This design reached 45% elimination of the perceived volume of the Virus. Another design was made, increasing the design base and the power of the units to get a better expected result. We continued this exercise several times, until we reached a mixture that reached 62% elimination. This was not satisfactory, and we had to recheck our basic assumption on the Lymphoma. The preliminary assumption that this was it contained three CVS; this was not leading to any breakthroughs. Whatever changes that were made, improved the results but not to the extent to ascertain success of our objective to eliminate BL without harming the patient. In increasing the search for this fourth CVS in the BL Composite group, our results improved tremendously. With a design base containing all four CVS, with their individual characteristics and a power to take into account all of the CVS, the new design began to yield more acceptable and reliable results. The first design mixture yielded an elimination rate of 90%, with a dosage of 3600 mg per day, in two doses, 1800 mg per dose, and for the duration of 28 days of treatment. There were no adverse side effects reported in the theoretical study made. We have found that our theoretical results very closely resemble the actual results in a physical trial. Having reached the 90% level, it became easier to reach for complete elimination of the Lymphoma. We changed the design parameters to increase power and scope of the cure and made a new cure. This cure is designed as follows:

1. \(Q\yn\yd\)
2. \(Q\yn\yd\)
3. \(Q\)
4. \(Q\yn\yd\)
5. \(Q\yn\yd\)
6. \(Q\yn\yd\)
7. \(Q\yn\yd\).

The ingredients of this cure were mixed according to the formula and the results were measured against the BL specimen. The first indication was that there was excellent reaction between the cure and the specimen. The preliminary result was clear that the Lymphoma was being eliminated by the cure. The results improved when the dosage of the cure was doubled into two doses of 1800 mg per day,
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instead of only one dose of 1800 mg a day. The duration of the treatment, henceforth, was reduced to 16 double doses daily. One dose is taken every 12 hours. The interesting consequence of the cure is that since it is totally made from herbs, conventional ones, there are no adverse side effects; and the body is not poisoned by this treatment, not like other Chemotherapy treatments that may be used. The patient is always positively affected and his/her chances of survival are extremely increased beyond whatever is advertized using any alternative chemotherapy treatments [1-7].

Conclusion

1. After an exhaustive analysis of the causes of BL, one certain conclusion became evident; it resembled the appearance of an autoimmune disease.

2. This disease was pursued as an autoimmune disease with 3 different CVS in the composite structure.

3. Several trial mixture cures were made, but could not reach an elimination of the BL.

4. Upon change of the approach, from a design of three CVS to Four CVS in the structure, the results changed until we were able to find a design to totally eliminate the composite virus responsible for BL in patients.

5. There were no indications of any adverse side effects in this cure, as it is designed from natural, common herbs using the laws of ancient wisdom.

6. The duration of the treatment is about twenty days, with a two dose daily level, each dose containing two 900 mg capsules of the cure each the 16 double doses may be increased to 20 double doses if need arises.
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